Crop Protection Facility Manager / Farmer

Hageman Agriculture

www.hagemangroup.com

At Hageman Agriculture, located in Remington IN we are a large and progressive farm. We love to farm and are focused on growth as producers of Seed Corn, Popcorn, Soybeans, Commercial Corn and are always looking for new and profitable ways to expand our operation.

We are looking for an individual to operate and manage our crop protection storage and mixing facility and to work in our farming operations team. This position requires a love for agriculture and farming, a great attention to detail, organization and cleanliness and a willingness to embrace the seasonal nature of the business, meaning longer hours during the growing season and greater flexibility in the off season.

Hageman Ag’s compensation package includes:

- Competitive salary based on ability and experience
- Profits Bonus
- Health Insurance (multiple options)
- Dental and Vision Insurance options
- 401K with Employer Matching
- Paid Vacation starting at 2 weeks and increasing to 6 weeks.

At Hageman Group we strive to live by our Core Values and look for team members who agree and are willing to live by and be reviewed by them.

Core Values

*What do we stand for?*

- **Do What's Right**
  Play fair – never compromise integrity; respect others; build win-win relationships; respect our natural resources; stay open minded to new ideas; be humble; respect others who think or do differently.

- **Take Ownership and Pursue Excellence**
  Implement solutions to problems; face the facts; strive to be the best at what we do; treat it like you own it; do what it takes to hit the objective; work hard; push to get the job done; don’t give up; win.
- **Be a Team Player**
  Be a supportive family that holds each other to high standards; communicate openly and honestly; be humble; work as a team; celebrate those that contribute to the success of everyone; share in successes; share in shortcomings; find ways to align interests.

- **Leave it Better than you Found it**
  Find efficiencies; implement long-term solutions; build a lasting organization; adapt quickly to beneficial and necessary changes; commit to continual learning personal development, which benefits our lives both at work and at home.

- **Enjoy Life**
  Enjoy life by finding fun in our responsibilities; be good family members, spouses, parents, grandparents, children, and siblings; work diligently to reduce stress and unnecessary complexity in our lives; appreciate life.

Please send resumes to:

Hinnerk Wolters – VP of Agriculture

Hinnerk.wolters@hagemangroup.com